An optimisation model and a solution method for maintenance routing and scheduling at offshore wind farms are proposed. The model finds the optimal schedule for maintaining the turbines and the optimal routes for the crew transfer vessels to service the turbines along with the number of technicians required for each vessel. The model takes into account multiple vessels, multiple periods (days), multiple Operation & Maintenance (O&M) bases, and multiple wind farms. We develop an algorithm based on the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition method, where a mixed integer linear program is solved for each subset of turbines to generate all feasible routes and maintenance schedules for the vessels for each period. The routes have to consider several constraints such as weather conditions, the availability of vessels, and the number of technicians available at the O&M base. An integer linear program model is then proposed to find the optimal route configuration along with the maintenance schedules that minimise maintenance costs, including travel, technician and penalty costs. The computational experiments show that the proposed optimisation model and solution method find optimal solutions to the problem in reasonable computing times.
Introduction
The development of offshore wind farms has been significant over the past 20 years. One of the reasons for this growth is that a wind turbine at sea generally produces more electricity than that of its onshore equivalent as the average wind speed at sea is higher. However, the installation, operation, and maintenance costs are also much higher for offshore wind turbines, since more resources and infrastructures are needed to install and maintain a wind turbine at sea. According to Snyder and Kaiser (2009) , the operations and maintenance costs could contribute a quarter of the life-cycle costs, making it one of the largest cost components of an offshore wind farm. One way to reduce the costs is to make the maintenance activities more efficient by optimising maintenance schedules and the routing of maintenance vessels.
This potential for cost reduction becomes increasingly important as wind farms become larger and constructed farther from shore, increasing the vessel travel times both to and within the wind farms.
According to European Committee for Standardization (2010), maintenance activities in wind power systems involve corrective maintenance, predetermined (preventive) maintenance, and condition-based maintenance. Corrective maintenance is performed following detection of a failure where the aim of this maintenance is to restore normal operating conditions. Predetermined preventive maintenance is conducted at predetermined intervals or based on prescribed criteria such as the age of the equipment and production schedule. This maintenance aims to reduce the failure risk or performance degradation of the equipment. Condition-based maintenance is done by assessing the actual equipment condition using inspection or (on-line) condition monitoring. The maintenance activity is performed when there are indicators which give information that the system is deteriorating and the probability of failure is rising. In this paper, we deal with the maintenance scheduling problem where the recommended period for a set of turbines that need to be maintained is given. The turbines can be selected based on the principles of predetermined preventive maintenance or condition-based maintenance. A penalty cost is incurred in the model when the maintenance activity is performed after the recommended period.
Maintenance scheduling for offshore wind farms is a complex and challenging problem (Shafiee, 2015) . The main goal of maintenance scheduling is to construct a detailed schedule of maintenance activities that have to be performed within a planning horizon. There are several factors that need to be considered when scheduling the maintenance activities of an offshore wind farm including the weather conditions, the availability of various resources (e.g. service vessels, crews, and spare parts), and the disruption to electricity generation.
Resources needed for maintaining the offshore turbines are commonly based at the nearest port or Operation & Maintenance (O&M) base. The weather conditions (such as wind speed and wave height) and the vessel availability are the main factors that affect the performance of the maintenance activities. For safety reasons, the maintenance can only be performed in periods where the required weather conditions are met. As good weather periods are limited in most locations where wind farms are currently located or being planned, maintenance schedules must be optimised to exploit the resulting weather windows. Once the maintenance schedules have been fixed (the period when the turbines in the wind farms will be serviced/visited), other aspects required to be addressed are as follows: the type of vessels that will be used for each period; the optimal route for each selected vessel to visit the set of turbines in the wind farms; and the number of each skill type of technicians required by each vessel for the given maintenance schedule and vessel route. Therefore, the maintenance problem of an offshore wind farm is a complex problem and difficult to solve to optimality. The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents a description of the maintenance routing and scheduling problem for offshore wind farms, a brief review on maintenance scheduling in offshore wind farms, and an overview of related routing problems. Section 3 gives a description of the maintenance routing and scheduling problem for offshore wind farm. Section 4 presents the optimisation model and solution method for solving the maintenance routing and scheduling problem. Section 5 presents the computational results on the data available in the literature and new randomly generated data. The last section provides a summary of our findings and some avenues for future research.
Literature Review

Maintenance routing and scheduling for offshore wind farms
The maintenance routing and scheduling problem for an offshore wind farm was introduced by Dai et al. (2015) . The problem consists of finding one route and schedule for each vessel to perform maintenance on a set of wind turbines over a planning period of several days. The model takes into account a penalty cost if the turbines are maintained after the recommended period. The model also considers the capacity of vessels in transporting technicians and spare parts. Stålhane et al. (2015) study the problem proposed by Dai et al. (2015) , but consider only one period. They propose an arc-flow model of the problem, and reformulate it as a path-flow model by using Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition (Dantzig and Wolfe (1960) ). The re-formulated problem is solved as a mixed integer program, where a subset of possible routes and schedules are generated heuristically.
The papers mentioned above only consider one O&M base and one wind farm. However, some wind farm operators or O&M service providers may serve multiple offshore wind farms in the same area, and may use multiple ports as the base for conducting O&M. This may be increasingly relevant to consider as more clusters of neighbouring wind farms are being developed, allowing more resources to being shared between them. To the best of our knowledge, there is no paper in the literature dealing with maintenance routing and scheduling problem for multiple wind farms and O&M bases. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a new mathematical model and a solution method to tackle such a problem. In addition, we take into account the number of each skill type of technicians available at each O&M base, the availability of the vessels and spare parts, and the ability of a vessel to transfer spare parts.
Review on maintenance scheduling problems for offshore wind farms
This subsection presents an overview of related maintenance scheduling problems from the wind energy sector. We begin by giving an overview of predetermined preventive maintenance scheduling, and then presenting papers studying corrective and condition-based maintenance scheduling.
Predetermined preventive maintenance
A mathematical model for determining the best time for maintenance operations taking into account the performance of the wind turbine and the availability of the resources was built by Kovács et al. (2011) . Parikh (2012) proposed a mathematical model to optimise the maintenance cost of wind farms by scheduling preventive maintenance and replacement of critical components. An optimal preventive maintenance scheduling model for minimising the overall downtime energy losses was studied by Zhang et al. (2012) . The model takes into account weather conditions, crews, transportation, and tooling infrastructure. A model for the preventive maintenance scheduling of power plants including wind farms was proposed by Perez-Canton and Rubio-Romero (2013), which aims to maximise the system reliability.
Corrective and condition-based maintenance
There are several papers that study scheduling of corrective and condition based maintenance operations. An opportunistic maintenance optimization model taking into account wind forecasts and corrective maintenance activities was studied by Besnard et al. offshore wind turbines where the added value of a prognostic maintenance policy was quantified. Camci (2015) studied a methodology to schedule the maintenance of geographically distributed assets using their prognostic information which can be applied for maintenance scheduling at offshore wind farm.
The previous works cited on optimal scheduling of maintenance in this subsection have not considered how to access the turbines that need to be maintained. This is taken into account in the routing and scheduling problem presented in this paper.
Related routing problems
The routing and scheduling problem of maintenance vessels at offshore wind farms can be categorized as a vehicle routing problem with pick-up and delivery (VRPDP) according to the classification scheme provided in the survey conducted by Berbeglia et al. (2007) . As the survey shows, the most successful exact solution approach for this type of pickup and delivery problems is based on a Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition of the original mathematical formulation (Dantzig and Wolfe, 1960) . When applying the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition method to a vehicle routing problem (VRP), one obtains a master problem that consists of selecting one route for each vehicle, such that all customers are serviced exactly once. The corresponding sub-problems determine the set of feasible routes and their corresponding costs. For problems where the number of feasible routes is relatively small, all routes can be generated a priori, and the master problem can then be solved as an integer program.
Otherwise new routes can be generated dynamically in each node of the Branch-and-Bound tree, a method known as branch-and-price (Barnhart et al. 1998 ). This approach has been used successfully to solve different versions of the one-to-one VRPDP by, among others, Dumas et al. (1991) , Savelsbergh and Sol (1998) considering a limitation on the total distance that a vehicle can travel where branch-and-price-and-cut is used to address the problem. Bock (2015) studied the complexity status of TRP on a line (Line-TRP) with general processing times at the request locations and deadline restrictions. Unlike the problem presented in this paper, the TRP assumes that the vehicles carrying the repairers wait at each node in the network until the repair is completed. Thus, the TRP does not have a pickup and delivery structure, which is present in our problem.
Common for all the routing problems presented above is the fact that the most successful exact solution methods for solving them are based on decomposing the problem into a master problem assigning routes to the vehicles and one or more sub-problems that create the routes.
In fact the overview of new exact solution methods for the capacitated VRP given by Poggi and Uchoa (2014) shows that all recent advances in solution methods are built on a similar separation of the problem into a master problem and sub-problem(s). It is therefore natural to use such decomposition also when solving the routing and scheduling problem of maintenance vessels at offshore wind farms.
Overview of the proposed maintenance routing and scheduling model
The main factors considered in the model are depicted in Figure 1 . Each wind farm consists of a set of turbines that need to be maintained in the next 3-7 day planning horizon based on the recommended period of the turbines that need to be serviced. An O&M base is usually located at the harbour/port near the wind farm, and contains resources such as vessels, technicians, and warehouses. An O&M base may have more than one vessel with different specifications. The types of technicians considered in this paper are classified as electrical, mechanical, or electromechanical, and each maintenance task requires technicians with different skills. cost could be set to reflect the estimated condition of the turbine and hence the risks associated with its deterioration. It could in that case also represent the revenue lost when the turbine has to be set (derated) to operate at reduced performance. The determination of the penalty costs depends on the preferences and perspective of the user and whether he or she represents a wind farm owner/operator or an O&M service provider. In general, the electricity price of wind energy is also a key factor in determining the penalty cost. As this is a complex problem, further research is worth conducting to determine the penalty cost by considering e.g. models for wind power scheduling available in the literature such as García-
González et al. (2008) and Zhang et al. (2013).
We also need the information on whether the vessels are required to be present during the maintenance operation on a turbine. In case that the maintenance operation does not need a vessel to be present, the vessel delivers (drop off) the technicians and picks them up on the same day after the maintenance activity has been completed. Other information required for the model are the travel cost/time for each vessel (based on distance, fuel cost and the speed of the vessel), the transfer time for technicians (and equipment) from a vessel to the turbine, and technician cost per period/day. Depending on the form of employment for the technicians, the main contribution to the technician cost for the operator could be a fixed salary component. In this case, the technician cost per period/day should be understood as an offshore bonus for the days the technicians are actually performing maintenance work at the wind farm. In this study, a turbine is only maintained once during the planning horizon.
However, if more maintenance tasks are grouped for turbine visits within the planning horizon than there is time for any single period, one could easily specify multiple visits to different virtual turbines representing the same physical turbine.
There are several constraints that are taken into account by the model including the weather window (maximum working hours per period) for each vessel, vessel personnel capacity, vessel load capacity, vessel availability, spare parts availability, the number of each skill type of technicians available in the O&M base and vessel ability to transfer spare parts.
The weather window for each period is different for each vessel depending on its specification or accessibility level (the weather conditions are such that technicians can safely access an offshore wind turbine from the vessel). The duration for a vessel leaving from the harbour and until its return must be less than its weather window. In this study, a vessel will not be able to visit more than one wind farm in one period/day. However, in one period it can visit/service more than one turbine in a wind farm within the weather window. We also assume that a single weather window per day for each vessel is used. An enhancement of the model can be done to consider some vessels that have multiple (non-continuous) weather windows per day. The weather window could also to a certain degree reflect the best time (period) to do maintenance since low wind speeds and hence low revenue losses due to maintenance activities are partially correlated with good accessibility to the turbines. These revenue losses are therefore not optimized explicitly in the model. In this study the main objective is to find the optimal set of routes and schedules for the vessels and technicians to perform the maintenance activities at the offshore wind farms.
Maintenance routing and scheduling optimisation model
The optimisation model proposed consists of a master problem and one sub-problem for each vessel. The master problem for a maintenance routing and scheduling model for offshore wind farms is presented in this section whereas the sub-problem is given in the next sub-section. The following notations are used to describe the sets and parameters of the proposed maintenance routing and scheduling model. 
).
). for a set of turbines (more than 1) which is given in subsection 4.1. Once the optimal routing has been obtained, the total cost which includes technician, travel, and penalty costs for this route is calculated. In the second step, an Integer Linear Program (ILP) is proposed to select the best route configuration from all feasible routes that have been determined in the previous step. The following objective function is used to select the optimal route.
The objective is to find the optimal maintenance schedule and routing for vessels that minimises the maintenance costs including travel, technician, and penalty costs of the routes that are selected in the optimal solution.
Subject to the following constraints: The total cost (including penalty cost) and optimal routing for each set of turbines is obtained.
Find the optimal route configuration using Integer Linear Programming (ILP).
Set of turbines
Constraints (2) ensure that a vessel cannot use more than one route at a period. Constraints (3) guarantee that a turbine is only maintained/visited once in the planning horizon.
Constraints (4) state that the total number of technicians (for each type of technicians) required by vessels in the solution for each period is not greater than the ones available at the O&M base. In sign restrictions (5), all X-variables are set as binary.
The mixed integer linear program (MILP) for the routing problem
This subsection presents the sub-problem for a given vessel formulated as a mixed 
The explanation of the constraints is as follows:
(9) Ensure that each turbine is visited only once for delivery and once for pick up.
(10) and (11) Ensure that the vessel leaves and returns the harbour only once.
(12) Ensure flow conservation at each node.
(13) Guarantee that both delivery and pick up at a turbine are done. (14) Ensure that the vessel travels directly from the delivery node to the pickup node (which is the same location) if the vessel needs to be present during the maintenance operation. 
with lr c is defined as follows:
The procedure for generating feasible routes
An algorithm for generating all feasible routes is presented in this subsection. For n = 1, it is easy to obtain the optimal routing as there is only one possible route which is b-j1-j1-b. Here, the vessel leaves from O&M base b and goes to turbine j1 to drop/deliver the technicians, and then the vessel waits at this turbine until the maintenance task is completed. After the vessel has picked up the technicians, it goes back to O&M base b. However, this route might be infeasible if some constraints are not met such as load/technician capacity of the vessel and the weather window. For n ≥ 2, the problem is harder to solve as the number of possible routes increases drastically. Therefore, the MILP procedure is proposed to solve the routing problem as shown in Figure 5 . Figure 5 . The procedure for solving the routing problem using MILP The procedure in Figure 5 first ensures that the total weight of spare parts needed to service the set of turbines is less than the load capacity of the vessel. The procedure also checks whether the problem with the same set of turbines has been solved for the previous period. This step aims to decrease the computing time as there is no advantage in solving the same problem (with the same constraints) more than once. This can be done by constructing a good data structure to store the computational results. The next section presents the computational experiments of the proposed method on existing dataset available in the literature and newly generated dataset. has been solved using MILP in the previous period, say period t (this can be done using a good data structure). 
Computational analysis
We carried out extensive experiments to examine the performance of the proposed solution approaches. The code was written in C++ .Net 2012 and used the IBM ILOG CPLEX version 12.6 Concert Library. The tests were run on a PC with an Intel Core i5 CPU @ 3.20GHz processor, 8.00 GB of RAM and under Windows 7. In the computational experiments, we use an existing dataset from the literature. We also generate a new more challenging dataset where multiple offshore wind farms and O&M bases, and different types of technicians available at O&M bases are considered with a longer planning horizon.
Experiments on the existing dataset with single O&M base and wind farm
The proposed method was examined with the dataset available in the literature ( where boldface values in the table refer to the optimal solutions. The table also provides the average deviation for each method, the number of instances where the optimal solution is found, and the average CPU time.
In Table 1 , the solutions obtained from the proposed method with η = 8 are the optimal solutions so we can compare the quality of the solution attained by other approaches. In general, regarding the computational time, the proposed method provided a significant improvement as the method runs very fast compared to DAI to produce the optimal solutions. Furthermore, the table shows that the proposed method improves the solution quality given that the value of η is increased. For example, the average deviation (Dev(%)) is decreased from 0.0621% to 0% when the value of η is increased from 3 to 8 respectively. However, the average computing time increases drastically from 2.45 seconds (η = 3) to 79.11 seconds The proposed method with η = 5 also produces the optimal solutions for all instances. It means that in the optimal solution, there is no vessel visiting more than 5 turbines in one period/day. The proposed method with η = 5 runs approximately five times faster than the one with η = 8 as the number of possible combinations of the set of turbines solved by the proposed MILP is relatively smaller. For relatively small instances, the computational time required to obtain the optimal solution is not significant; although when it comes to large instances, the computational time increases in order to obtain optimal solution. Table 2 presents the breakdown of the cost for the solutions of all instances on the existing dataset obtained by the proposed method. There are two costs considered in the problem on the existing data namely the travel (fuel) cost and the penalty cost. In Table 2 , the average travel and penalty costs and the percentage of each cost type from the total cost (prop) are also given. The table reveals that to get a good (optimal) solution, the method tends to avoid the penalty cost. Penalty cost only occurs on instances 6 and 7 for all the different values of η used in the proposed method. It could be occurred because in instances 6 and 7, many of turbines need to be maintained on the earlier period/day. On average, the fuel cost contributes more or less 94% to the total cost with 6% for the penalty cost. 
Experiments on new dataset with multiple O&M bases and wind farms
This subsection presents the computational results on the dataset that we have randomly generated. The new dataset generated represents the maintenance problem illustrated in We construct two types of datasets namely Dataset G1 and Dataset G2 where each dataset consists of 10 instances. The planning horizon is set to 3 and 7 periods/days in Dataset G1 and Dataset G2 respectively. For each instance, the number of turbines that need to be maintained in each wind farm is 8 turbines and 12 turbines for Dataset G1 and Dataset G2 respectively. It means that for each instance, Dataset G1 involves 24 turbines whereas Dataset G2 comprises 36 turbines. The problem with the new generated dataset is more difficult to solve than the existing dataset from DAI as the size of the new problem is much larger. However, the parameter values of the new dataset are more or less similar to the ones of DAI. Table 3 presents the specification of the vessels used in the newly generated data. The data provides the O&M base for the vessel, the load capacity ( v w  ), the personnel capacity 
. In other words, the vessels based at OM1 serve wind farms 1 and 2 while the vessels at OM2 maintain wind farms 2 and 3. Table 5 illustrates an example of the test data for instance #1 in dataset G1, where the maintenance time ( j τˆ), the number of technicians ( pj ρ ), and the weight of spare parts and equipment ( j w ) required to maintain a turbine are given. In the table, technician type 1, 2, and 3 denote electrical, mechanical, and electromechanical where the technician cost is € 300, € 325, and € 350 per day, respectively. Table 5 also provides the recommended/latest period to maintain a turbine ( j ∂ ) along with the penalty cost per day if the maintenance activity is conducted after that period. In the column, vessel needs to be present, the binary value is given where 1 means that the service vessel needs to be present during the maintenance service, and 0 otherwise. We assume that the required transfer time for technicians and equipment from a vessel to a turbine ( v τ~) is 15 minutes (0.25 hours). The number of each type technician available in each O&M base ( bpt ρ  ) is set to 6. We also assume that the spare parts needed to service the turbines are always available ( 1 = jt a ). Table 6 shows the computational results of the proposed method on Dataset G1. We also implement four scenarios where η = 3, 4, 5 and η = 8 are used. As
for f = 1, 2, and 3, the proposed method with η = 8 will produce the optimal solutions. Table 6 reveals that the proposed method with η = 5 also obtains the optimal solutions for all instances of Dataset G1. Similarly to the experiments with the existing dataset, on Dataset A, when η is set to 5, the proposed method runs more than three times faster than when η = 8. The proposed method with η = 3 and 4 produces a relatively small deviation of 0.0746% and 0.0190% respectively in a relatively small computational time. The proposed method with η =3 runs approximately five hundred (500) times faster than the one with η = 8. Moreover, the use of η = 3 and 4 are able to obtain the optimal solution for 1 and 2 instances respectively. For instance 1, in the optimal solution there is no vessel visiting more than 3 turbines in one day. T4  WF 1  2  900  1900  1  0  1  0  2   T5  WF 1  4  600  1200  1  0  1  2  2   T6  WF 1  5  900  1600  1  1  3  0  0   T7  WF 1  2  900  1800  4  0  2  2  1   T8  WF 1  2  500  1100  1  0  3  0  1   T9  WF 2  3  400  1300  1  0  0  1  1   T10  WF 2  2  600  1500  3  0  0  1  1   T11  WF 2  4  800  1400  2  1  1  3  0   T12  WF 2  2  700  1900  1  0  0  2  1   T13  WF 2  3  600  1900  2  0  3  2  0   T14  WF 2  4  800  1600  3  0  1  2  0   T15  WF 2  4  400  1500  3  1  3  0  1   T16  WF 2  3  800  1800  2  0  3  1  0   T17  WF 3  3  700  1300  1  0  3  1  0   T18  WF 3  4  800  1500  1  1  3  0  1   T19  WF 3  3  800  1900  4  0  0  2  2   T20  WF 3  2  700  1200  2  0  0  3  0   T21  WF 3  3  600  1600  1  0  1  0  2   T22  WF 3  2  800  1900  4  0  0  1  1   T23  WF 3  2  700  1500  3  0  0  0  2   T24  WF 3  5  300  1900  2  1  3  2  0   Table 7 presents the cost breakdown for the solutions of all instances on Dataset G1
obtained by the proposed method. In Table 7 , three types of costs are considered travel (fuel) cost, crew cost and the penalty cost. The table reveals that on average the crew cost contributes the highest proportion to the total cost with more or less 57%, followed by the fuel cost and penalty cost with 39% and 4% respectively. According to Table 7 , the travel, crew, and penalty costs increase when the value of η decreases. For η = 5 or 8, there are six instances without penalty cost whereas for η = 3, four instances without such cost. The table also shows that the proportion of penalty cost to the total cost increases when the value of η decreases. Table 8 η is guaranteed to obtain the optimal solution. In the experiments on Dataset G2, we only conduct three scenarios where η = 3, 4, and 5 meaning that the solutions attained cannot guarantee optimality. Therefore, the best known solution (Z') is provided instead of the optimal solution (Z*). In Table 10 , Dev (%) is calculated by using Z' instead of Z*. Table 8 shows that the solutions obtained by the proposed method with η = 5 are used as the best known solutions. The proposed method with η = 3 and 4 produce a relative small deviation of 0.0170% and 0.0033% respectively in a relatively small computational time. The proposed method with η = 3 runs approximately 20 times faster than the one with η = 5. Table 9 presents the cost breakdown for the solutions of all instances on Dataset G2. Similarly to the results on Dataset G1, the experiments on Dataset G2 given in Table 9 show that the crew cost also contributes the highest proportion to the total cost with more or less 61%, followed by the fuel cost and penalty cost with 35% and 4% respectively. The table reveals that the travel and crew costs increase when the value of η decreases, whereas the penalty cost increases. In contrast to the previous results on Dataset G1, the results on Dataset G2 show that the proportion of penalty cost to the total cost decreases when the value of η decreases. In other words, the optimal solution does not only consider the penalty cost but also other costs as well.
To assess the computational complexity of the problem, we also carried out experiments with a larger size of the problem, which considers 3 wind farms with 24 turbines each to be maintained (72 turbines in total) and a 2 week (14 periods) planning horizon. This problem can be solved successfully by the proposed decomposition method using η = 5. However, it requires more than 40 hours to solve the problem. In other words, when the size of the problem increases, the CPU time required for solving the problem increases exponentially.
As the proposed model aims to deal with short term scheduling problem for a planning horizon where the weather windows can be accurately forecasted, the complexity of the problem does nevertheless not severely impact the applicability of the model. In the case that the medium (or long) term problems need to be solved, a simpler scheduling model (without routing) would probably be sufficient, or metaheuristic techniques could also be used to generate near-optimal solutions in a reasonable computation time. Additional experiments were carried out to calculate the cost saving made by implementing the multiple model. Dataset G1 is used in this experiment with a little amendment. We increase the duration of weather windows for vessel V3 given in Table 4 for periods 1 and 2 from 7 hours to 12 hours. This is to increase the chance that the feasible optimal solution can be obtained if the model is solved separately for each single model. technicians). The weather window for each vessel and each period is also given in Table 10 .
As the model will be solved separately, there are three single problems that need to be addressed with the total cost calculated by summing up the cost obtained from each problem.
Ten instances (sets of turbines) of Dataset G1 are also used in this experiment. V1  6  6  12  V2  12  12  12  OM2a  3  3  3  WF2  V3  12  12  12  OM2b  3  3  3  WF3  V4  12  12  12   Table 11 shows the comparative analysis between multiple and single models, where the objective function value (total cost), CPU time (in seconds), and %Dev (deviation from the results of the single model to the multiple ones) are given. In this experiment we set the maximum number of turbines that can be visited by a vessel (η) to 5 as this value provides the optimal solutions for the multiple model. In Table 11 , the solutions for each single problem along with total solution for all single problems are provided. The table shows that in instances 3, 6, and 10 the feasible solution cannot be obtained (infeasible solution -NF) when the problem is solved separately. This is due to the lack of resources needed in an O&M base to serve an offshore wind farm. This disadvantage can be overcome by implementing the multiple model where feasible optimal solutions can be obtained by sharing resources to maintain wind turbine in several wind farms. Table 11 also reveals that implementing the multiple model instead of the single model separately will also reduce the maintenance cost by 12.21% on average (calculated based on the results with feasible solutions). However, the computational time (on average) needed to solve the multiple model is more than three times compared to the one to solve all single problems. This is due to the fact that the number of possible routes for a vessel for visiting wind turbines in the multiple model is higher than in the single model.
Conclusion and suggestions
In this paper, we propose an optimisation model and a decomposition solution method for maintenance routing and scheduling in offshore wind farms. A mathematical model for selecting the optimum route configuration is developed to minimise the total cost comprising travel, technicians, and penalty costs. An algorithm incorporating a MILP model for generating all feasible routes is also proposed. The algorithm explores all combinations of turbines that are feasible to be serviced in a period and finds the optimal routing for the vessels to visit those turbines.
The proposed approach was tested on two types of datasets. The first one is the existing dataset from the literature provided by Dai et al. (2015) , whereas the second one is randomly generated. The computational experiments on the existing dataset show that the proposed approach outperforms the method proposed by Dai et al. (2015) . The proposed method obtained the optimal solutions in a relatively small computational time. The new datasets are generated for evaluating the proposed method to solve the enhanced model where multiple wind farms, multiple O&M bases, and the number of each technician type available at each O&M base are considered. The newly generated dataset is relatively hard to solve, and based on computational experiments, the proposed method required more time to obtain the optimal solutions on this dataset than on the less challenging data set of Dai et al. (2015) . Additional experiments are also carried out to assess the advantage of implementing the model for multiple wind farms and O&M bases compared to the model for single wind farm and O&M base. Based on the computational experiments, the proposed model (for multiple wind farms and O&M bases) not only gives a cost saving of 12.21% on average, but also provides optimal feasible solutions when the feasible solution cannot be found in the single problem (one wind farm and one O&M base) due to lack of resources (vessels and technicians).
There are a number of possible extensions to enhance the model to make it more applicable to both offshore wind farms in operation and under development. For larger wind farms and clusters of wind farms, one could investigate metaheuristic techniques to solve relatively larger maintenance routing and scheduling problems. For far-offshore wind farms and clusters of these, the scheduling and routing of Service Operation Vessels (SOV) or other "mother vessels" staying offshore for multiple days becomes more relevant. One challenge is coordinating the operation of such vessels with the use of daughter vessels, ordinary CTVs and possibly also helicopters. Another logistics solution for far-offshore wind farms, namely offshore accommodation platforms serving one or a cluster of wind farms, can on the other hand be represented in the proposed model without the need for any extensions. Extended or similar models could also include possible safety constraints specific to the offshore logistics for a given offshore wind farm. Furthermore, the model could also be extended to include the grouping of the maintenance tasks and number of turbine visits as decision variables, thus allowing "opportunistic" maintenance scheduling and an even more efficient utilization of the resources. Including revenue losses in the penalty costs to penalize preventive maintenance during good wind conditions would also be a promising extension of the model to further improve the maintenance schedule.
One major challenge for application as an operational decision support tool for a real offshore wind farm is the uncertainty and variability associated with weather conditions.
Stochastic constraints such as weather condition uncertainty could also be taken into account in the model. Considering also the experience of the CTV crew on the local conditions within the wind farm could also improve the applicability of this optimisation model.
